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1. In this basic economy, there is no investment, no government consump-

tion, no exports nor imports. All final expenditure is on consumption C.

Thus, Y = C = 252e, i.e. three cars at market price. Disposable (‘per-

sonal’) household income evolves from all sources of income, as there are

no direct taxes: YD = 80 + 70 + 40 + 50 = 240e. Household saving is

disposable income minus spending, i.e. SH = 240 − 252 = −12e. There

is no firm saving. Government saving equals government revenues, as the

government does not do anything with them: SP = 42e. Saving of the

rest-of-the-world is −30e: firm A profits minus the wages transferred to

domestic households. The saving identity holds:

I = 0 = SH + SF + SP + SRoW = −12 + 0 + 42− 30.

Gross national income is 282e, the value of GDP minus RoW saving. In

these examples, there are no secondary voluntary transfers, so the distinc-

tion between saving (adjusts for transfers) and primary external balances

(do not adjust for transfers) does not arise.

2. Now, there is investment I. The value of this investment is debatable:

a car is worth 84e at market prices. However, we convened that such

investment goods are free from VAT, so we value it as just 70e. The

distribution of demand aggregates becomes

Y = C + I +G+X − Im = 168 + 70 + 0 + 0− 0 = 238.
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GDP has been reduced by 14e, even though production has remained

identical. The assessment of the value of produced but unsold goods is

somewhat arbitrary. Personal disposable income has fallen to YD = 80 +

70 + 50 = 200e, as the profits have been foregone. Household saving

has increased, as less cars have been purchased: SH = 200 − 168 = 32e.

Government saving is lower, as the investment car incurs no VAT: SP =

28e. RoW saving is unchanged at SRoW = −30e. Firm saving has

increased to the now retained profits: SF = 40e. Thus, the saving identity

again holds:

I = 70 = SH + SF + SP + SRoW = 32 + 40 + 28− 30.

Why is SF again 40e, even though the car has not been sold? Ignoring

VAT, which is incurred from customers anyway before being transferred

to government, the firm pays 100e to firm A and 70e to households, and

it receives 140e from customers, looks like a loss of 30e. It is not assessed

that way, though, as the 70e business car adds to the firm’s wealth, so it

really ‘saves’ the difference. GNI is now 268e.

3. Obviously, consumption and investment do not change. Something new

is produced, public entertainment services. The import of services is still

not the market value of the new production, which is set at 33e. The

account 0 identity becomes

Y = C + I +G+X − Im = 168 + 70 + 33 + 0− 28 = 243.

SH and SF are clearly unaffected, while government saving is 0. All

revenues are spent. The RoW receives 28e more. The saving identity

becomes

I = 70 = SH + SF + SP + SRoW = 32 + 40 + 0− 2.

GNI is now 245e. While we convened that the circus troupe is to be

treated as service imports, this is debatable. It would be conceivable to

construct a new (domestic) entertainment firm, owned by foreigners, and

to book the salaries of the clowns and jugglers as primary income payments

out. This would increase GDP without affecting GNI.
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4. NDP is GDP minus depreciation, i.e. 243e minus the 14e of consumption

of fixed capital, i.e. 229e. Similarly, NNI is the GNI of 245e minus 14e,

i.e. 231e.

5. This is really a minor adjustment. Not the full 20e can be taken out of

the economy by the owners of firm A, 2e are transferred to government.

GDP does not change, while GNI increases to 247e. The saving identity

becomes

I = 70 = SH + SF + SP + SRoW = 32 + 40 + 2− 4.
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